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We study the collision of a DNA or other polyelectrolyte chain with a point obstacle in the presence
of an electric field via computer simulation. We find a very strong dependence of the average collision
time, ktcl, and the average distance traveled during a collision,kzcl, upon the impact parameter,b.
Despite the complexities of the chain-post interaction,ktcl andkzcl follow universal curves over a large
range of molecular weights and field strengths. This result provides analytic formulas for the chain’s
mobility in an array of posts and yields insight into the effect of post spacing.

PACS numbers: 87.15.–v, 05.60.+w, 36.20.Ey, 82.45.+z
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Electrophoresis is one of the most widely used te
niques for size-separating charged chains such as
cleic acids or synthetic polyelectrolytes. The separat
is achieved by driving charged chains through a rand
array of obstacles with an electric field. Traditionall
the obstacles are fibers of a gel; but, more recently, lit
graphically etched arrays of silicon have been propo
and demonstrated as a novel electrophoretic medium
3]. This medium has several advantages over traditio
gel media; one of these is that nearly any array geo
try can be fabricated. This freedom allows one to des
an array geometry that provides a large variation of ch
mobility with chain length, and, hence, enhances size s
aration. The crucial question is: What array geome
is optimal? The answer to this question requires a
tailed knowledge of the interaction between a chain a
an obstacle. Fluorescence imaging of single DNA cha
during electrophoretic migration through gels [4–9] and
post array [1–3] demonstrates that this interaction is co
plex. The time and the downfield advance of the ch
during its interaction with the post affect the overall m
bility of the chain.

In this Letter, we present a computer simulation stu
of the wide range of interactions experienced by a ch
and post, allowing for glancing as well as head-
impacts. Apart from the application to electrophores
this is a fundamental problem in polymer science which
analogous to the Rutherford scattering problem in ato
physics and has application to chains in any convec
flow which impinge upon stationary obstacles [10]. O
simulations demonstrate that the average collision tim
ktcl, and the average downfield distance advanced du
a collision,kzcl, can be scaled to fall on universal curv
which are independent of the molecular weight and fi
strength. Furthermore, these quantities depend stro
on the type of impact. These universal formulas are u
to construct a general expression for the chain mobility
an array of posts in the single post approximation.
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The polyelectrolyte chain is modeled as follows. Ea
chain has a degree of polymerizationN, monomer sizea,
an effective charge per unit lengthl, and is surrounded
by fluid of viscosity h. All lengths are measured in
terms of the monomer size. An electric field of streng
E is applied in thez direction, and thex direction is
perpendicular to the field. The polyelectrolyte is fre
draining and, in the absence of any obstacles, dr
along the field direction with a speedy0  ElyhA,
where A is a numerical constant. As shown previous
[8,11] there are two distinct regimes, strong and we
stretching, delineated byNE , where E ; ElykT is
the dimensionless field strength. Here we consider o
the high-field, strong-stretching regimeE N ¿ 1 , which
describes usual experimental conditions. In this high-fie
regime, diffusion can be ignored and the motion of ea
chain can be described by a deterministic model.

Figure 1 represents events of the chain-post interact
A chain impacts a post with impact parameterb, defined
as the distance between the chain’s center of mass and
post, measured perpendicular to the field. At short tim
portions of the chain extend downfield on either side
the post, forming a multiply hooked conformation. Th
time from initial impact to hooking is assumed to bet 
z0

cyy0, wherez0
c is the chain’s center of mass, measured

thez direction from the post; as such the hooking does n
significantly slow the chain. However, subsequent moti
of the chain may be seriously frustrated as differe
arms of the chain compete for length and exchan
monomers across the pivot obstacle. The monom
exchange between arms is found from a simple o
dimensional equation of motion [8,11,12]:

hA
kT

≠zsnd
≠t

 E sgnfzsndg 1
≠

≠n
F

µ
≠z
≠n

∂
,

wherezsnd is the position of thenth monomer, measured
downfield of the post and assigned negative or posit
sign, depending upon whether the monomer belongs
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2595
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FIG. 1. (A) A schematic of an electric field driven polyelec
trolyte prior to impact with a stationary post. The chain co
lision may be glancing or head-on and is characterized by
impact parameter,b, defined as the distance between the p
and chain’s center of mass at impact, measured perpendic
to the field direction. (B) A schematic of a chain multipl
hooked upon the stationary obstacle with center of mass of
chain, measured from the post in the direction of the field,z0

c .
The dynamics of unraveling of this hooked chain is modeled
arms which straddle the pivot and compete for arm growth
the field direction.

an arm hooked to the left or to the right of the obstac
The spring force connecting beads is given by the inve
Langevin form Fs yd  L ps yd [13]. In practice, the
detailed form of the force law does not matter provided
is linear at small extensions and diverges at the mono
size. The equation of motion, integrated forward in tim
until all monomers lie on one side of the post, provid
the time of collision,tc. The chain’s center of mass attc

is zc.
The detailed dynamics of the chain interacting wi

the post is a complicated process [8,14]. However,
can postulate the existence of a characteristic timet and
length w and demonstrate that these are consistent w
results of our numerical model. The characteristic tim
is likely to be related to the unwinding time for a sing
arm and should have the formt , hNylE. The relevant
length scale in thex direction is the radius of gyration in
that direction orw , Rx , N1y2. Indeed, as shown in
Fig. 2, the numerical data from the equation of moti
for various molecular weights and field strengths follow
universal formktcl  hNyslEdfsbyN1y2d, wheref is a
simple exponential providedb is less than a fewRx . We
claim no special relevance for this exponential behav
only that the function is well fitted by an exponenti
for small values ofb. For large values ofb the time
2596
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FIG. 2. A plot of the logarithm of the scaled average impa
time, logesktcllEyhNd, versus the scaled impact paramete
bykRxl. Here kRxl is the average radius of gyration in th
direction perpendicular to the field. The average is tak
over a large number of chains with a prescribed degree
polymerization N and dimensionless fieldE in the ranges
20 , N , 80 and 10 , E , 1000, where different symbols
have been used to indicate selectsN , E d. Chains which do not
collide with the post, i.e., start with all their monomers on on
side of the post, are assigned zero collision time,tc  0, and
zero center of mass displacement,zc  0. A total of 3 3 105

chains are sampled in this and following graphs. The data fr
various sN , E d collapse onto a single universal curve whic
appears exponential forbykRxl , 2, i.e., the collision time is a
very strong function of the impact parameter. At largeb there
is much scatter in the data as collisions are very rare.

decays more rapidly than this simple exponential: F
b . Ny2 the collision probability is strictly zero so tha
the average collision time at these extreme distances m
be zero. The functional form,f, is a complex convolution
between the probability of a collision and the variou
dynamical processes occurring during a collision. It
not, for example, a simple multiplication of the collisio
probability and a constant time, since, as Fig. 3 show
the collision probability has a very different form and
virtually constant within one radius of gyration.

Figure 4 shows that the numerical data for the avera
center of mass at release,kzcl, versus the impact param
eter, b, also falls on a universal curve. Here the rel
vant length scale in thez direction isN , as the chain is
strongly stretched. Thus all of the data can be plotted
kzcl  Ngs2byN1y2d. The functiong is not exponential,
but is linear for about two radii of gyration.

Apart from the average collision time and distanc
nonaveraged values are also of interest. Figure 5 plots
scaled center of mass distance traveled after impact,zcyN,
versus the scaled collision time,tcyshNylEd. Although
there is some scatter in the plot, the numerical data
fall close to a simple universal curve:zc  Nhstcytd.
The function h is linear at small times, correspondin
to chains which barely interact with a post. For lon
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FIG. 3. A plot of the collision probability versus scale
impact parameter,bykRxl. The data are the same as those
Fig. 2, where the average is taken over sets of chains of gi
N in dimensionless field strengthE .

collision times, the functionh saturates at12 . This is
indicative of dynamics of a single hairpin where, in th
strong field limit, release occurs when all monome
have been exchanged to a single arm of length,N and
center of masszc , Ny2. Such hairpins have been see
experimentally via fluorescence microscopy of individu
DNA molecules [4–7,15].

Although the universality of the numerical results is i
teresting in itself, these relations are useful in deriving
general formula for the mobility of a chain in an array
posts. Let the posts be arranged in rows separated

FIG. 4. A plot of the scaled average distance moved by
center of mass during a collision,kzclyN , versus the scaled
impact parameterbykRxl. The data are the same as those
Fig. 2 where the average is taken over sets of chains of gi
N in dimensionless fieldE . The data from varioussN , E d
collapse onto a single universal curve which is linear for nea
direct impacts.
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tanceZ apart in thez direction andX apart in the per-
pendicular direction. The time taken for a chain to tr
verse a row of posts is the time for collision plus the tim
to drift to the next row:t  tc 1 sZ 2 zcdyy0. The ra-
tio of the mobility of the chain with obstacles,m, to the
mobility in the absence of obstacles,m0, is simply the
ratio of the chain velocities with and without obstacle
mym0  ZysZ 1 tcy0 2 zcd. The process of chain im
pact is stochastic, so that there is a distribution of timestc

and distanceszc which we characterize with the probabi
ity distributionPb defined such thatPbstc, zcddb dtc dzc is
the probability that a collision occurs with impact param
eter betweenb andb 1 db, with collision time between
tc andtc 1 dtc, and center of mass advancement betwe
zc andzc 1 dzc. The average mobility is then given b
kml 

R
db dzc dtc Pbstc, zcdm. This expression can be

simplified by invoking the universal relation betweenzc

and tc demonstrated in Fig. 4,zc  Nhstcytd. In addi-
tion, our data [16] for givenb ,

p
N show that the stan-

dard deviation intc is less thanktcl, and, consequently
we approximate the distribution oftc with a delta function
centered atktcl. Further simplification can be made by a
proximating the universal functions according to Figs
and 5: Ignoring numerical prefactors,fsxd  exps2xd,
hsxd  x for x , 1y2, and hsxd  1y2 for x . 1y2. In
the limit N ø Z, this expression reduces to

kml
m0

 1 2 BN3y2X21Z21,

whereB is a numerical constant. The decrease in the m
bility ,N3y2X21Z21 has a simple physical explanation

FIG. 5. A plot of the scaled center of mass advance,zcyN ,
versus the collision time,tc, for each of the3 3 105 simulated
chains. (A) At long times, single hairpins form with a compe
itive pair of arms [inset (a)]. In this frustrated conformatio
the final center of mass,zc, differs slightly among chains of dif-
ferent N andE as indicated by the discrete levels. Howeve
in the strong-stretching limitNE ! ` the final displacement
zc approaches12 . (B) At shorter times, the data show evidenc
for doubly hooked hairpins withzc ø 1

4 [inset (b)].
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It arises from a factorN1y2yX representing the probabi
ity of collision, multiplied by a factorN, representing the
decrease in speed of the chain, and a factorZ21 which is
the number of obstacles per unit length in theZ direction.
The mobility is a strongly decreasing function ofN, and
thus an array of posts should provide a reasonable m
of chain separation.

The mobility formula given above is based upon t
single-post approximation, where a chain interacts so
with one post at a time and the interaction is compl
before impinging upon an additional post. In practi
however, the post-chain interaction will interfere wi
subsequent interactions. This interference can take
forms. First, if the radius of gyration is larger than t
X spacing, then a chain can interact with more than
obstacle at one time [17]. The second effect deals w
conformational relaxation of the newly released cha
After unhooking from a hairpin configuration a chain
strongly distorted. It first relaxes rapidly due to nonline
elasticity, but then much more slowly due to linear elas
effects. In this latter stage the relaxation is controlled
the Rouse timetR , hN2ykT , which can be compare
with the time taken to travel between rows of pos
ZhyEl. Thus, for the chain to fully relax between row
requiresZ . E N2. Row spacing less than this wou
violate the single post approximation and render
process non-Markovian, requiring a more sophistica
treatment.
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